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Welcome to InFRE’s January 2021 Issue of Retirement Insight and Trends

Retirement InSight and Trends is the quarterly newsletter for the International Foundation for Retirement Education’s Certi ed Retirement Counselors® (CRC®s) to
help retirement professionals with the practical application of new retirement readiness, counseling, planning and income management concepts for the mid-market.
Find out more about the CRC® and InFRE here.
This issue is worth one free CRC®, CFP®, ASPPA, and the American College’s Professional Recerti cation Program (CLU®, ChFC®, CASL) CE credit upon reading all
the articles and successfully completing the online quiz. An email will be sent to you and InFRE upon successful completion (score of 70% or more) of the CE exam.
Click here for the Continuing Education Exam that corresponds to this issue. Click here to see other free issues that you may read. Recent issues are eligible for CRC®,
CFP®, ASPPA, and other CE credit when you pass the online exam.
To report CE:
Your score will automatically be sent to InFRE for CRC® credit and/or the CFP Board CFP® credit.
You are responsible for reporting your CE hours for ASPPA recerti cation and the American College’s Professional Recerti cation Program (CLU®, ChFC®, CASL).
Looking for additional CE opportunities? Visit the continuing education section of the Retirement Resource Center store to nd hundreds of additional professional
development and continuing education options by leading experts, the way you want to learn, at the level that’s right for you.
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January, 2021 InFRE Update: Welcome to Our New CRC® Board of Standards and Policy Development Members!

The International Foundation for Retirement Education® (InFRE) is a non-pro t 501(c)(3) organization founded in 1997.
InFRE’s Certi ed Retirement Counselor® (CRC®) certi cation was created to advance recognition among retirement planning professionals of the need for a retirement
speci c certi cation program that demonstrates a mastery of subject matter, a commitment to the retirement planning profession, and adherence to a code of ethics
and continuing education requirements.
The purpose of the CRC® Board of Standards and Policy Development (BOS) is to establish the governing rules and regulations related to CRC® certi cation, make
determinations regarding eligibility and all essential certi cation decisions, and provide mediation and interpretations for the CRC® program as needed by staff and
other volunteer committees.
Three new individuals were recently elected to serve on the BOS beginning in January 2021. We extend our congratulations and sincere thanks to
George Arroyos, CRC©, RPA, Vice Present, Enterprise Retirement Solutions
Russell M. Look, CRC©, Athene Financial, and
Carolyn Palka, CEP, BLS, ACLS, University of Michigan, public member
for agreeing to serve on InFRE’s Board of Standards. We also extend a sincere thank you and appreciation to Donna Richards and Kenneth White who both recently
completed their term on the BOS.

Here are the current members of the InFRE Board of Standards:
Sherry Keegan, Keegan Wealth Management & Retirement Strategies, LLC
Leigh Donohue
Justin Price (Chair), AIM Advisory Group
John Barker, COPERA
Kathryn Berkenpas (Co-Chair), ICMA-RC
Andy Fass, Hilltop Securities
Russell Look, Athene
George Arroyos, Enterprise Retirement Solutions
Carolyn Palka, Public Member, University of Michigan Medicine
As explained in the CRC® Program Policies Manual, the term of a BOS member is three years or until his/her successor has been elected and quali ed. The BOS Chair
and Co-Chair will approve and nominate Candidates for any election or for any vacancy on the BOS. Candidates shall be presented to the entire BOS and elected to
o ce by the a rmative vote of a majority of members then in o ce. A BOS member’s term may be renewed by the BOS for one additional three (3) year term. Former
members of the BOS may be reappointed after a period of not less than three (3) years from the date of his/her most recent term on the BOS ended.
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LMNOÿQRSTÿUVWXYOÿSVOWZNOXVQÿ[NQ\ÿ]WVVÿ^Xÿ^N\X_ÿRYÿ]MXTXÿOMXQÿVẀXaÿOMXWTÿWYURZXaÿOMXWTÿMXNVOMÿURY_WOWRY\aÿOMXWTÿ_RUORTÿURY\W_XTNOWRY\aÿXOUb
LWOMÿcTWdWYNVÿeX_WUNTXaÿZR\OÿRfÿQRSTÿUVWXYO\ÿ]WVVÿ[NQÿYROMWYdÿfRTÿeX_WUNTXÿgNTOÿhbÿhOÿVXN\OÿfRTÿijijaÿZR\OÿRfÿQRSTÿUVWXYO\ÿ]WVVÿ[NQÿklmmbnjÿNÿZRYOMÿfRTÿgNTOÿobÿhdNWYaÿWf
OMXQÿMN`XÿNÿMWdMXTÿWYURZXaÿOMXQÿNTXÿNV\Rÿ\S^pXUOÿORÿqrehhÿ\STUMNTdX\b
qYÿZR\Oÿ\ONOX\a
eX_WUNTXÿgNTOÿsÿ_TSdÿ[VNY\ÿMN`XÿNÿ[TXZWSZÿfTRZÿN^RSOÿknÿNÿZRYOMÿORÿkltjÿNÿZRYOMbÿuMX\Xÿ[VNY\ÿNV\RÿMN`XÿURv[NQ\aÿ\Rÿ]MNOÿQRSTÿUVWXYOÿ[NQ\ÿfRTÿ_TSdÿUR`XTNdXÿ]WVV
_X[XY_ÿRYÿOMXWTÿZX_WUNOWRY\aÿOMXWTÿ[MNTZNUQaÿOMXWTÿ[VNYaÿNVVÿRfÿOMR\XÿdRR_ÿOMWYd\b
uMXÿwYNVÿUR\OÿRfÿcTWdWYNVÿeX_WUNTXÿW\ÿ\S[[VXZXYOÿUR`XTNdXbÿqYÿijijaÿOMX\XÿTNYdX_ÿNYQ]MXTXÿfTRZÿkixÿNÿZRYOMÿORÿNTRSY_ÿkitjÿNÿZRYOMbÿuMXÿZNyWZSZÿRSOÿRfÿ[RUzXO
RYÿZR\OÿRfÿOMR\Xÿ[VNY\ÿW\ÿNTRSY_ÿkiaxmjÿNÿQXNTbÿuMW\ÿ]WVVÿdẀXÿQRSÿNYÿW_XNÿRfÿ]MNOÿQRSÿ\MRSV_ÿ^Xÿ[VNYYWYdÿfRTÿ]MXYÿWOÿURZX\ÿORÿOMXÿcTWdWYNVÿeX_WUNTXÿTRSOXÿ^N\X_ÿRY
MR]ÿOMXÿUSTTXYOÿXY`WTRYZXYOÿVRRz\b
uMXÿ\XURY_ÿ[NOMÿW\ÿORÿS\XÿeX_WUNTXÿh_`NYONdXÿ[VNY\bÿ{RS|VVÿMN`XÿOMXÿ\NZXaÿVWzXVQÿ}XTRaÿUR\OÿfRTÿgNTOÿhbÿ{RSÿ]WVVÿVWzXVQÿMN`XÿOMXÿklmmbnjÿNÿZRYOMÿfRTÿgNTOÿoÿNY_ÿOMXYÿOMX
eX_WUNTXÿh_`NYONdXÿ[VNYaÿ]MXTXÿOMXWTÿ[TXZWSZ\ÿdRÿNYQ]MXTXÿfTRZÿ}XTRÿNÿZRYOMÿORÿNÿURS[VXÿMSY_TX_ÿNÿZRYOMbÿeX_WUNTXÿh_`NYONdXÿMN\ÿNÿ̀N\OÿTNYdXÿRfÿ[TXZWSZ\b
uMXÿUTWOWUNVÿOMWYdÿORÿVRRzÿNOÿW\ÿOMXQÿ_RÿMN`XÿURv[NQ\bÿuMXQÿMN`XÿNÿZNyWZSZÿRSOvRfv[RUzXOÿRfÿS[ÿORÿkna~jjÿfRTÿWYvYXO]RTzÿ_RUORT\aÿNY_ÿOMXQÿS\SNVVQÿWYUVS_Xÿ_TSdÿUR`XTNdXb

;J:;EGEKÿ;>ÿEDÿ=>?Jÿ@GEA;KÿJED:JEÿ>JÿHEIGF:JE

uMXTXÿNTXÿNÿfX]ÿOMWYd\ÿOMNOÿQRSÿUNYÿ^Xÿ_RWYdÿ]WOMÿQRSTÿUVWXYOÿN\ÿXNTVQÿN\ÿnjÿORÿMXV[ÿOMXZÿ[TX[NTXÿfRTÿeX_WUNTXb
lbÿq_XYOWfQÿQRSTÿUVWXYO\ÿ]MRÿNTXÿR`XTÿNdXÿnjÿRTÿWfÿOMXQÿMN`XY|OÿTXOWTX_ÿQXOÿNY_ÿNTXÿYROÿRYÿeX_WUNTXÿOR_NQbÿXV[ÿOMXZÿOMWYzÿN^RSOÿOMXÿ_RUORT\ÿOMXQ|VVÿ]NYOÿORÿ\XXÿMR]ÿWO
]WVVÿWZ[NUOÿOMXÿeX_WUNTXÿ[TRdTNZÿOMNOÿOMXQÿ[WUzaÿ]MXOMXTÿOMXQÿNTXÿ]WOMÿOMNOÿ_RUORTÿYR]ÿRTÿZWdMOÿ^XÿWYÿOMXÿfSOSTXbÿuMW\ÿURSV_ÿ^XÿNÿeNQRÿVWYWUaÿNYÿesÿhY_XT\RYaÿRT
NÿSTReX_bÿcYXÿRfÿRSTÿdRR_ÿfNZWVQÿfTWXY_\ÿMN_ÿONdXÿqÿVSYdÿUNYUXTaÿNY_ÿMXÿ]XYOÿORÿNÿSTRZX_ÿfNUWVWOQbÿX|\ÿYR]ÿURZ[VXOXVQÿUSTX_ÿRfÿUNYUXTbÿoSOÿeX_WUNTXÿW\ÿYRO
NUUX[OX_ÿNOÿNVVÿOMXTXbÿRaÿWfÿQRSTÿUVWXYOÿ\NQ\aÿqÿ]NYOÿORÿdRÿORÿNÿ[VNUXÿVWzXÿSTRZX_ÿOMNOÿ_RX\Y|OÿNUUX[OÿNYQÿeX_WUNTXaÿOMXYÿOMNOÿURSV_ÿ^XÿNYÿXyOTNÿ[VNYYWYdÿVWYXÿfRT
OMXWTÿTXOWTXZXYObÿoSOÿMN`WYdÿOMR\XÿURY`XT\NOWRY\ÿYR]ÿUNYÿMXV[ÿQRSÿSY_XT\ONY_ÿ]MNOÿQRS|TXÿ[VNYYWYdÿfRTÿWYÿOMXÿfSOSTXb
hV\RaÿN\zÿQRSTÿUVWXYOÿXNTVQÿRY
lbÿÿqfÿOMXQÿMN`XÿNYQÿROMXTÿMXNVOMÿWY\STNYUXÿ]Xÿ\MRSV_ÿ^XÿVRRzWYdÿNO
ibÿÿLMXOMXTÿOMXQÿNTXÿ]RTzWYdÿ[N\OÿntÿNY_ÿ\OWVVÿMN`XÿNYÿXZ[VRQXTÿ[VNY
xbÿÿLMXOMXTÿOMXQÿUNZXÿfTRZÿNÿURT[RTNOWRYÿRTÿNÿSYWRYÿ]MWUMÿMN\ÿNÿTXOWTXXÿ[VNY
mbÿÿLMXOMXTÿOMXQÿMN`Xÿhÿ^XYXwO\aÿurqhrÿfRTÿWfXaÿRTÿMNZ[hb
Y_XT\ONY_WYdÿOMXÿMXNVOMUNTXÿR[OWRY\ÿOMNOÿQRSTÿUVWXYOÿMN\ÿRSO\W_XÿRfÿeX_WUNTXÿW\ÿX\\XYOWNVÿORÿURY\W_XTÿ^XfRTXÿQRSÿN\\SZXÿOMNOÿOMXQ|TXÿdRWYdÿRYÿeX_WUNTXb
ibÿR]ÿZWdMOÿOMXÿTXOWTXZXYOÿ_W\OTW^SOWRY\ÿOMNOÿQRS|TXÿTXURZZXY_WYdÿWZ[NUOÿ]MNOÿOMXQÿ[NQÿfRTÿeX_WUNTXÿeX_WUNTXÿ[TXZWSZ\ÿUMNYdXÿX`XTQÿ\WYdVXÿQXNTÿ^N\X_ÿRYÿOMX
[TX`WRS\ÿO]RÿQXNT\|ÿWYURZXbÿqfÿQRSTÿUVWXYOÿ[VNY\ÿORÿONzXÿNÿVSZ[ÿ\SZÿRfÿZRYXQÿRSOÿfRTÿNÿYX]ÿMRZXÿRTÿNÿUMWV_|\ÿ]X__WYdÿRTÿ\RZXOMWYdÿRfÿOMNOÿYNOSTXaÿSY_XT\ONY_ÿMR]
OMXÿeX_WUNTXÿTSVX\ÿ]RTzbÿq|ZÿYROÿ\NQWYdÿQRSÿ\MRSV_ÿZNzXÿNÿTXURZZXY_NOWRYÿ^N\X_ÿRYÿOMX\XÿWYURZXÿTXSWTXZXYO\bÿqÿNZÿ\NQWYdÿOMNOÿWO|\ÿdRR_ÿORÿ^XÿN]NTXÿRf
eX_WUNTX|\ÿWYURZXÿVWZWO\ÿ\RÿQRSÿUNYÿNOÿVXN\OÿZNzXÿWYfRTZX_ÿTXURZZXY_NOWRY\b
xbÿuNVzÿORÿQRSTÿUVWXYO\ÿN^RSOÿ]MXOMXTÿOMXQÿ\MRSV_ÿ^Xÿ_XVNQWYdÿeX_WUNTXbÿsWffXTXYOÿfNUORT\ÿdRÿWYORÿ_XUW_WYdÿ]MXOMXTÿQRSTÿUVWXYOÿpRWY\ÿeX_WUNTXÿNOÿntÿRTÿ]MXOMXTÿOMXQ
_XVNQÿWObÿqÿzYR]ÿOMNOÿOMW\ÿ\RSY_\ÿ\WVVQÿ^XUNS\Xÿ[XR[VXÿN\\SZXÿOMNOÿQRSÿZS\OÿpRWYÿeX_WUNTXÿNOÿntbÿoSOÿOMNO|\ÿYROÿOMXÿUN\XbÿhY_ÿWfÿQRSTÿUVWXYOÿWYURTTXUOVQÿpRWY\
eX_WUNTXÿNOÿntaÿWOÿUNYÿ^XÿNÿMSdXÿ]N\OXÿRfÿZRYXQb
uMXÿeX_WUNTXÿTSVX\ÿ\NQÿOMNOÿ]MXYÿQRSÿOSTYÿntaÿQRSÿXWOMXTÿZS\Oÿ^XÿRYÿeX_WUNTXÿRTÿUR`XTX_ÿSY_XTÿNYÿNUUX[ON^VXÿMXNVOMÿWY\STNYUXÿ[VNYÿOMNOÿZXXO\ÿeX_WUNTXÿTSVX\b
R]aÿWfÿQRSÿ_RY|OÿZXXOÿRYXÿRfÿOMX\XÿO]RÿTXSWTXZXYO\aÿQRSÿ]WVVÿfNUXÿVWfXOWZXÿ[XYNVOWX\bÿRTÿQRSTÿTXOWTX_ÿUVWXYO\aÿWfÿOMXTX|\ÿYRÿROMXTÿfRTZÿRfÿMXNVOMÿWY\STNYUXÿ[N\OÿNdX
ntaÿOMXYaÿQX\aÿOMXQÿ\MRSV_ÿ^XÿpRWYWYdÿeX_WUNTXbÿoSOÿZR\Oÿ[XR[VXÿOR_NQÿNTXÿ]RTzWYdÿ[N\OÿntaÿMN`Xÿ\RZXÿMXNVOMÿWY\STNYUXaÿRTÿOMXWTÿ\[RS\XÿW\ÿ]RTzWYdÿ[N\OÿNdXÿntb
uMXTXÿNTXÿ\[XUWwUÿTSVX\ÿOMNOÿNÿ[VNYÿZS\OÿZXXOÿORÿ_XVNQÿeX_WUNTXÿ]WOMRSOÿ[XYNVOWX\bÿqO|\ÿWZ[RTONYOÿORÿSY_XT\ONY_ÿOMNOÿOMW\ÿTSVXÿ_RX\ÿXyW\OÿNY_ÿ_XUW_Xÿ]MNOÿZNzX\
\XY\XbÿRTÿZR\OÿXZ[VRQXTÿ[VNY\ÿORÿZXXOÿeX_WUNTXÿTSVX\aÿOMXQÿZS\OÿZXXOÿNVVÿOMTXXÿRfÿOMX\XÿTXSWTXZXYO\b
hbÿuMXÿwT\OÿRYXÿW\aÿ_RÿQRSÿMN`XÿMXNVOMÿWY\STNYUXÿRfÿ\RZXÿOQ[XÿOMTRSdMÿNÿURZ[NYQÿc^NZNUNTXÿ_RX\ÿYROÿZXXOÿOMW\ÿTSVXbÿcorhÿ_RX\ÿYROÿZXXOÿOMW\ÿTSVXbÿeX_Wv
MNTXÿ[VNY\ÿ_RY|OÿZXXOÿOMW\ÿTSVXbÿhÿZNzX\ÿQRSÿpRWYÿeX_WUNTXbÿurqhrÿfRTÿWfXÿRTÿMNZ[hÿTXSWTX\ÿgNTOÿhÿNY_ÿobÿuMXTXÿNTXÿ\RZXÿYSNYUX\bÿeQÿ[RWYOÿW\ÿpS\O
^XUNS\XÿOMXQÿMN`XÿNÿ[VNYaÿWOÿ_RX\ÿYROÿZXNYÿOMNOÿWOÿZXXO\ÿeX_WUNTXÿTSVX\bÿRÿ^XÿN]NTXÿRfÿOMW\b
obÿuMXÿXZ[VRQXTÿ[TR`W_WYdÿMXNVOMÿWY\STNYUXÿZS\OÿMN`XÿijÿXZ[VRQXX\ÿRTÿZRTXaÿNY_ÿWfÿQRSTÿUVWXYOÿW\ÿ_W\N^VX_aÿOMXÿXZ[VRQXTÿZS\OÿMN`XÿljjÿXZ[VRQXX\ÿRTÿZRTXbÿqf
OMXÿXZ[VRQXTÿ[TR`W_WYdÿMXNVOMÿWY\STNYUXÿ_RX\ÿYROÿZXXOÿOMW\ÿTSVXaÿOMXYÿQRSTÿUVWXYOÿZS\OÿpRWYÿeX_WUNTXb
bÿsRX\ÿOMXÿXZ[VRQXTÿ[VNYÿMN`XÿUTX_WON^VXÿ[TX\UTW[OWRYÿ_TSdÿUR`XTNdXÿTX_WON^VXÿZXNY\ÿOMXÿ[VNYaÿRYÿN`XTNdXaÿUR`XT\ÿ[TX\UTW[OWRY\ÿN\ÿ]XVVÿN\ÿRTÿ^XOOXTÿOMNY
eX_WUNTXbÿuMXÿURZ[NYQ|\ÿ^XYXwO\ÿ[XT\RYÿW\ÿVXdNVVQÿTXSWTX_ÿORÿURYwTZÿOMW\ÿX`XTQÿ\WYdVXÿQXNTÿfRTÿQRSTÿUVWXYOb
qfÿQRSTÿUVWXYOÿZXXO\ÿNVVÿRfÿOMX\XÿTXSWTXZXYO\aÿOMXQÿUNYÿ_XVNQÿeX_WUNTXb
ÿÿ ¡
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Guaranteed Income: The Forgotten Household Asset

By David M. Blanchett, PhD, CFA, CFP®, Head of Retirement Research, Morningstar Investment Management
Of all the risks that people face, longevity risk is the oddest because risks are usually a bad thing. Living a long time, in theory,
should be a good thing, right? When we retire, we want to have a long and active retirement. The problem though is that the
longer your retirement lasts, the more expensive it becomes. If you live a really, really long time, there’s a decent chance that you
outlive your savings, and that’s not how most people want things to go.
If you look at public surveys about retirement fears, usually the thing that people are most afraid of is healthcare costs. That’s
interesting because healthcare is only one aspect of overall consumption. You often see estimates that healthcare will cost a
quarter of a million or more in retirement for a couple. You could do those same estimates for food and housing and
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entertainment, and they would be signi cant numbers too, right? What this speaks to – what healthcare costs speak to – is this
fear of going broke.
People are more afraid of outliving their money than dying. This gets to the heart of longevity risk. It’s that at some point in the
future – I don’t know when – I could go broke. This possibility of going broke or the implications of living to say age 100 have
changed considerably.
Life expectancy is de ned as the average number of years remaining for a given cohort. Below are how life expectancies vary for
households based upon their income. It includes males and females.
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Life expectancy at birth is irrelevant for you and your clients for two reasons. First, when it comes to life expectancy, what matters is how long you’re going to live when
you retire starting at age 65. Second, many life expectancy numbers are based upon US population averages. The most common mortality table that includes
information about the odds of people dying is the Social Security Administration’s Periodic Life Table that includes all Americans.
What it doesn’t factor in is who your clients are. Individuals who use nancial planners are overwhelmingly wealthier than average. They tend to be in the top two
income deciles between the 80th and 100th percentiles in this analysis. And why that’s so critical is if you look at that group, they have life expectancies that are three
to ve years longer than the average American. This requires thinking about funding retirement differently than if you’re focused on the “average American.”

How Do We Measure Retirement Success Today?
How do you determine what a good outcome is for a nancial plan? You can do it via success rates; you can do what I would call a deterministic projection, which is
like a time value of money; but how do we de ne good and bad? Along these lines, there’s this question of “What would you de ne is a safe asset?” Again, this is kind
of a trick question because you can de ne safety in different ways.
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Here’s an example of de ning different outcomes. If you want to fund income from a portfolio, by de nition, the odds of that portfolio failing – of it not being able to
accomplish that income goal – is greater than zero percent. At some point, bad things could happen, and that portfolio might no longer fund that lifestyle. With
guaranteed income, it’s approximately zero percent.
“Well, the annuity company can fail.” There are the State Guaranty Associations that insure consumers in the unlikely event that their insurance companies fail, so it’s
really, really unlikely. If annuity companies start failing, there’s going to be nowhere safe to hide. But again, there’s the perception of, “Well, which is safer – something
that has a non-zero chance of failing or one that has a zero percent chance?”
A different lens to think about this is combining this idea of asset volatility and retirement outcomes. If you were to ask you what a safe asset is – people would often
say, “Cash.” T-bills are an incredibly safe asset in that there’s a very high likelihood you’ll get your money back. Here’s the thing. If you overlay that safety with a
retirement outcome, they become incredibly risky. If you buy an asset today with a zero percent return before fees, in ation, and taxes – if taxes really matter – then
that will not last more than say 20 or 25 years in retirement. The odds of that portfolio failing if there’s a reasonable withdrawal rate over, say, 30 years is almost 100
percent.
So, treasury bills are a safe asset from an asset volatility perspective. They aren’t necessarily a safe asset when it comes to funding retirement. Guaranteed income,
though – as maybe Social Security or private pension annuity – is a safe asset from a volatility perspective. You have that cash ow that’s effectively guaranteed, like
the coupon from a bond, but it’s also going to lead to a safer retirement outcome. The key is thinking about the de nition of safety across different dimensions. Safety
for a retiree just isn’t asset volatility. It’s everything that impacts how that person experiences that retirement outcome.
Why that matters is because “Well, how do we de ne retirement success?” If you run a Monte Carlo projection, you might say, “Oh, Mr. and Mrs. Client, you have a 60
percent chance of accomplishing your retirement goals,” or it could be a 30 percent chance or a 90 percent chance. I think that is somewhat useful information, but it
can be totally off base many times.
Here’s an example that I think applies well to retirement. Let’s just say that you have an income goal of $10,000 a year for ten years. In the 10th year of the goal, you fall
$1,000 short. And so, by de nition, you have failed to accomplish your goal. If this is a traditional Monte Carlo simulation – and let’s say that this always happens – you
would have a zero percent chance of success. However, if you were to ask me, “David, has this person accomplished their goal?” I’d respond, “Yeah, they pretty much
did. They got 90 percent of the way there.”
The problem with success rates is that it ignores the magnitude of failure. If you extend this kind of analysis out 30 or 40 years, what you often see happen for
retirement is that the portfolio “fails” in the last three years of retirement. But even when it fails, you still have income sources like Social Security and pension, so it’s
not giving you a fair perspective on what the actual likelihood of “failure” is.
Along these same lines, we essentially don’t even estimate failure correctly. What is the truly bad outcome for a retiree? A good outcome it’s not going broke over 30
years, right? The bad outcome for a retiree is being broke and being alive, and that’s important. It’s not just about not having any money over a 30-year time horizon, it’s
you need to be still alive, and you must be broke, right? And we don’t capture that almost ever in Monte Carlo projections. We pick a xed period like 30 years, and then
we estimate the likelihood of you accomplishing that income goal over that time horizon.
If you change your Monte Carlo approach to say, “I’m going to incorporate mortality, and I’m going to incorporate the impact or the probability of you or both of you
passing away at ages 70 and 80 and 90,” this gives you a much more realistic perspective on failure. If you do that, safe withdrawal rates can go up signi cantly. Now
when you look at retirement research, it doesn’t tend to use success rates. I still do sometimes because success rates are the language of retirement. If you are an
advisor and go online and use online tools, you’re probably using a Monte Carlo projection and using the success rate.
That’s not how academics think about retirement outcomes. The biggest reason is that it ignores the magnitude of failure. If you run a Monte Carlo projection, each run
is effectively a binary outcome. Did you fail, or did you succeed? It doesn’t provide context as to the magnitude of failure.

Guaranteed Income and Retirement Spending
A critical point here that is totally ignored in research is the impact that guaranteed income has on safe withdrawal rates.
Think about Bill Bengen’s seminal research that came out 20 plus years ago. The idea of having a safe withdrawal rate is incredibly valuable. Researchers have made
improvements on it over time. However, almost all research that addresses safe withdrawal rates ignores the magnitude of failure. It assumes that if your portfolio
fails, it’s the end of the world.
However, let’s assume you’re a retiree who gets 80 percent of his or her or their income from Social Security, and that portfolio is funding 20 percent. You can take a lot
more from that portfolio than you could if Social Security was only 20 percent of your income because if that portfolio fails, you still get 80 percent. The magnitude of
failure should impact the de nition of safe withdrawal rates. I’ve researched this. Lots of folks have.
I nd the optimal safe withdrawal rate changes dramatically based upon effectively the magnitude of failure. If you’re a retiree that gets most of your income from
Social Security or guaranteed income or pension, you can be more aggressive. If you’re a retiree, though who gets most of their income from a portfolio and you don’t
have any exibility at all – two percent could honestly be your safe withdrawal rate – and that’s super low, but that’s just reality. Also, a client’s ability to change their
spending signi cantly impacts what a safe withdrawal rate is. It’s not often captured in our projections when we do nancial plans or research exploring safe
withdrawal rates.
People don’t like to spend down their money. This is the behavioral aspect of funding retirement, and the markets have been incredibly volatile lately. How do you feel
about dealing with volatility every year for the next 30 years? How do you feel about having to go in every month, every quarter, or every year and pull money from
an
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account that has to fund retirement? You don’t know how long retirement is going to last, right? That’s painful. We’re so used to spending income when we work. It’s
great. You get a paycheck every week, every month, every whatever it is. You earn income. You can spend it.
Creating income in retirement is not as automated and creates all these different pain points. You must pull money out at some interval to fund your consumption. You
don’t know how long you’re going to live. There’s been research on this idea of how much people enjoy retirement more the more they annuitize their money. We nd
that the more someone converts assets into annuities, the happier they tend to be in retirement. There’s a host of reasons for this but just think about the radical
simpli cation.
I know that everyone doesn’t need more annuities. Many folks are just ne without them. But as opposed to having to worry about, “Well, how much can I take out?
How long am I going to live? What if I go broke? What if the markets go down? What about these low rates?” Instead, it’s, “Hey, I have a paycheck that the insurance
company sends me. I can spend it going forward.” Guaranteed income can make things easier.
This calls into question much past research that utilized this idea of living off just the yield. Up to about a few years ago, you actually could live off the yield of your
portfolio pretty easily. You could live off the income from your bonds and dividends from the equities. That’s not really an option today. The dividend yield today on
equities is only around two percent.
You can allocate more wealth to guaranteed income in lots of ways. You can delay claiming Social Security. You can buy a private annuity. If you work, maybe you can
somehow get a larger pension bene t. The key here, again, is who bene ts more from more guaranteed income?
Annuities are only one type of guaranteed income, but they create this interesting, often negative, reaction among most planners. The key is that annuities, as a
product, have been around for thousands of years. There are some good ones, there are some bad ones, but we just can’t dismiss them because there are some bad
ones out there.
It is important how we frame information about guaranteed income to retirees. Who would you rather be? A retiree with a half-million dollars and $75,000 a year of
pension bene ts or someone who has assets of $750,000 and $25,000 a year in pension bene ts? Which retiree is worth more? The person with $75,000 a year in
pension bene ts, as they are easily worth another half-million dollars.
What is the largest asset of retirees when it comes to the household balance sheet? Social Security. In my experience, when advisors create a nancial statement, they
will include the value of the home, the value of a portfolio, they’ll even include furniture, but they don’t include any estimate about the value of Social Security.
You might say, “Well, David, why would I include the value of Social Security? It’s just an income source.” Here’s the thing: If you do a nancial plan, you treat the 401(k)
or the IRA as both an asset and an income source. It’s going to show up on your balance sheet. We’re also going to use that asset to fund your retirement. With respect
to guaranteed income, it is also assumed to be an income source. However, in general, today, it’s not included as an asset. I think that’s wrong. What we need to do as
an industry is do a better job at having someone understand what all their assets are.

Who Should Allocate More of Their Total Wealth to Guaranteed Income?
There are four ways to manage risks. You can reduce, retain, avoid, and transfer risk.
Most economists say annuities hedge the most dangerous kinds of risks, and that’s why you transfer it. It is a very severe risk if you go broke when you’re old, but it
also doesn’t happen all that often. Risk transfer is most e cient for risks that are severe and low frequency. So, people think, “Well, should I allocate more to
guaranteed income?” It makes a lot more sense than, say, buying products like that warranty from Best Buy because – if that bad thing happens, which is your portfolio
goes empty – the implications are a lot more.
Now one of the most common approaches people talk about when it comes to, “Should you buy more guaranteed income?” is this idea of a retirement income e cient
frontier. It lends itself to the original e cient frontier we use for investments. People have created papers on this for at least two decades. The idea is, “Who bene ts
from guaranteed income across different risk levels and return or wealth levels?”
What you see here is you’ve got income risk on the horizontal axis and wealth on the vertical axis. That red line is the most e cient combination of an annuity and a
portfolio.

If I’m okay with less wealth and want low-income risk, I should buy more guaranteed income. If I am less concerned about income risk and want to maximize my
wealth, I should have less of my overall wealth in guaranteed income. Now you can run projections – and I’ve done this countless times – looking at how you combine
a non-annuity portfolio – i.e., a regular stock/bond portfolio – with different types of products. This is how you create a retirement income e cient frontier.
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How does combining products with different attributes affect what someone should do, given that combination of how they feel about shortfall risks or income risks
and residual wealth? The traditional retirement income e cient frontier focuses on your preference for income stability and your preference for bequests – your
residual wealth. Other things matter too.
For example, that entire graph is going to shift based upon how much guaranteed income you have, how prepared you are for retirement, the quality of the annuity
you’re considering, and how long you’re going to live. Long story short, all this matters, and to truly gure out whether you should annuitize is really, really complicated.
One of the best frameworks is honestly the simplest. It’s asking someone, “How much income do you want to have locked in for as long as you’re alive?” and if that’s
less than what they have locked in today, think about at least annuitizing that amount or possibly more.
I commented earlier that the term “annuities” is somewhat of a loaded term. We must acknowledge this whenever we talk about guaranteed income. There has been
somewhat of a shift in the potential reception to annuities or guaranteed income over the last several years. There are better terms to call them. I like the phrase
“personal pensions” because that’s because the word “annuity” has lots of baggage associated with it. Often people will say, “Well, I never recommend annuities to my
clients.” I really have a problem with that.
Tongue in cheek, I have this thing that I call the mutual fund puzzle. There are mutual funds out there that are incredibly expensive. They have expense ratios of over
four percent a year. There is overwhelming evidence that most mutual funds underperform their benchmarks, and most of the time today, advisors who recommend or
sell them aren’t duciaries. The problem is that people will take this exact same logic and say, “Well, I would never recommend an annuity,”; but that’s ridiculous. We all
recommend annuities for the most part because it’s not the fact that there are some bad ones out there. It’s the vehicle itself.
Many annuities do have high fees, and they aren’t very good. There are probably more bad annuities than bad mutual funds, but there are some great ones out there.
Part of the problem people when think about annuities is, they don’t always apply the right framework.
Annuities are like an investment. A lot of them have investment-like attributes. But the fundamental purpose of an annuity is insurance. Advisors view the value of
guaranteed income annuities from an investment lens. Again, some have investment attributes, but the key bene t is protection, not necessarily growth.
Interestingly, we see that people who don’t own annuities don’t often have positive impressions of them. However, after they buy one, it becomes a lot more positive.
There’s probably some selection bias here. People who buy them tend to like them, but this is the behavioral part of it that I think is so hard for people like me to
quantify.
I’ve had many advisors tell me, “David, I have run the numbers, and annuities don’t make any sense at all.” Remember, annuities are insurance. They shouldn’t
necessarily make you money. How are you running the analysis? Many advisors use historical long-term averages and compare them to an annuity quote today. That’s
ridiculous. The average historical yield on US government bonds is close to ve percent. That yield today is less than one percent. You can’t compare historical longterm average equity and bond returns to annuity prices today. When you equalize the return assumptions, annuities can become a lot more attractive.
Along those same lines, what about fees? Too often, advisors will run a projection that doesn’t include fees to the portfolio, and they’ll compare it against an incredibly
high-cost annuity. It needs to be apples to apples. If you compare a high fee annuity to a low fee portfolio, of course, the portfolio is going to win. If you compare a high
fee portfolio to a low fee annuity, of course, the annuity is going to win. The key is making it realistic and relative.
People will often say that annuities are expensive. Let’s just say that you’re going to pay a six percent commission today on an annuity purchase, or whatever it is. That
is a lot, but so is paying a one percent management fee every year forever. I’m not trying to dismiss the value of advice here at all. I’ve done research talking about
advisor value, but the key to all this is context. It’s how we all think about and internalize the value of different products and approaches.

Key Takeaways
What are some key takeaways?
1. How do you think about guaranteed income? This is a serious question, and I think ahead in the sand perspective is honestly how most advisors view it. They say,
“Well, I looked at it three or four years ago, and they didn’t look very good,” or “Annuities are very expensive. I don’t recommend them.”
So much has changed in the product space and the fee-only space in the last three to ve years. I think you’ve got to be continually looking at how these can help
you improve your practice and your clients’ retirement. For those advisors who are adamantly against annuities, I get that. Still, there are products like deferred
income annuities or longevity insurance that aren’t very expensive that can help someone hedge away their longevity risk.
2. Maybe your client doesn’t like them or know that they want them. If I’m an advisor, I want to have as many arrows in my quiver as possible. To just dismiss them
for all your clients outright is a clear breach of duciary duty. There’s no way that some of your clients would not bene t from having more of their wealth in
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guaranteed income. For every single one of them, that could be higher Social Security bene ts. That could be a pension from work. But I think we’ve got to think
more about guaranteed income as part of a retirement plan, and to me, it is the cornerstone of a retirement income plan.
3. Guaranteed income is the cornerstone of people’s retirement because it is the guarantee. It is that thing that we know will be there for as long as the person’s alive,
and a portfolio can’t do that. Now it’s not necessarily as fun or as sexy to talk about annuities or Social Security or pensions as it is to talk about investment alpha.
Still, they are so important to someone’s overall nancial wealth – to how they invest their portfolio – that we simply can consider them at every part of a nancial
plan and give them their due. Now you might ask, “Well, how do I gure out what to do?”
The key with annuities – like almost everything else in this profession – is blending the art and the science. The art is your experience. It’s how you have seen
clients respond to different environments. This is the behavioral stuff. I think the behavioral stuff is the most important out there. It’s funny that almost all the
research is on the science of guaranteed income. It’s how they can improve someone’s utility or portfolio e ciency or their outcome.
Where annuities make the most sense is the behavioral side of things. It’s giving someone that automated paycheck that you can’t get from a portfolio.
It’s incumbent upon all advisors to understand the science, read journals like the Journal of Financial Planning, the Retirement Management Journal, the Journal
of Personal Finance, or whatever it is, and understand what the academics that review these products think about them and where they think they t.
Every client is different, and every situation is different. Unless you understand how people like me and others think about them and talk about them, it’s going to
be hard for you to help clients make the best decisions, especially if you ignore guaranteed income as part of your overall retirement income strategy.

About David M. Blanchett, PhD, CFA, CFP®, Head of Retirement Research, Morningstar Investment Management
David Blanchett, CFA, CFP®, AIFA, is the head of retirement research for Morningstar Investment Management. He works to enhance
the group’s consulting and investment services. David conducts research primarily in the areas of nancial planning, tax planning,
annuities, and retirement plans and he serves as the Chairman of the Advice Methodologies Investment subcommittee.
David’s research has been published in a variety of academic and industry journals and has been featured in a variety of media
publications. In 2014 Money Magazine named him one of the ve brightest minds in retirement and in 2014 Investment News
included him in their inaugural 40 under 40 list as a “visionary” for the nancial planning industry.
Guaranteed Income: The Forgotten
Household Asset

He is part of group of retirement thought leaders – truly a breath of fresh air – along with Wade Pfau, Michael Finke and others, who
challenge us to go beyond targeting 80% replacement rates, traditional retirement portfolio asset allocations, in ation-adjusted

systematic withdrawals of 4% and probabilities of success or failure.
Are you looking for a retirement speaker for your next conference, consumer event or internal professional
development program? Visit the Retirement Speakers Bureau to nd leading retirement industry speakers, authors,
trainers and professional development experts who can address your audience’s needs and budget.
Retirement Speakers Bureau

©2021, David M. Blanchett, CFA, CFP®, AIFA, Head of Retirement Research, Morningstar Investment Management. All
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Advisor’s Guide to Health Savings Accounts: Di erentiate Yourself

By Kelley Long, CPA/PFS, CFP®
You might have heard the health savings account (HSA) referred to as the “new” 401(k). Thirty years ago, when the 401(k) rst
came out, it was thought of as something for just executives and higher income or more savvy planners, and now it’s the
everyman’s retirement savings vehicle. The HSA is quickly becoming the second to that, but it’s not going to take 30 years for
people to realize the value. A recent report shows $17 billion already invested in HSAs, and that’s a 32 percent increase yearover-year from 2019 to summer of 2020. The average balance of accounts is $15,000.
While this doesn’t sound like much money in terms of the typical nancial advisory world, there’s a huge opportunity here
because only about ve percent of the accounts currently hold investments. As HSA-eligible healthcare plans become more and
Kelley Long, CPA/PFS, CFP®

more available, we’re just going to see that number balloon.

Editor’s note: This article is an

Over three-quarters of HSA assets are employer-related – meaning that people have their HSA through their employer plan, and

adaptation of the live webinar

so in their mind, it’s paired with their healthcare plan.

delivered by Kelley Long in 2020.
Her comments have been edited for
clarity and length.
You can read the summary article

A Review of the Basics of Health Savings Accounts (HSAs)
The S in HSA stands for savings.
Most of us grew up in the time of exible spending accounts (FSA), where you made an educated guess as to what your out-of-

here as part of the 4th Qtr 2020

pocket expenses were going to be, but you didn’t want to overshoot it because you had to use it or lose it. However, an HSA is

Retirement InSight and Trends

money that’s yours. So, I like to try to frame it as more of a 401(k). Once you put money in, it’s yours forever whether you switch

Newsletter, worth 1.0 CE when read out the plan, whether you leave the company, whether you need it, it’s there.
in its entirety (after passing the
online quiz.)

Emphasizing the S is the key to framing health savings accounts that even many healthcare providers still need to gure out. I
went for my annual visit a couple of weeks ago, and even my doctor said, “Well, you can use your HSA to buy a spinning bike.” I

You may also choose to take the full said, “Maybe, but why would I do that?” She said, “Well, you have to use it up before the end of the year.” I responded, “No, that’s
length course Advisor’s Guide to
Health Savings Accounts:
Differentiate Yourself for 1.0 hour
continuing education (CE) credit.

your FSA.”
The one thing that really trips people up, and one of the most frustrating things for me as a practitioner, is that HSAs are
complex, and the IRS has not done a good job of making them less complicated. Some of the rules are just really annoying and
frustrating. I am a founding member of the Plan Sponsor Council of America’s (PSCA) HSA committee. We advocate very
strongly to make HSAs simpler, but for now, to deposit money into a health savings account, you must be enrolled in a high

deductible healthcare plan (HDHP). This is the most confusing for people because they think of the HSA as paired with HDHP. When they roll off the HDHP, they feel
like they must spend their HSA assets down. I did this very thing until I learned more about the HSA. I piddled away some savings that could have been there in the
future when I ended up having some signi cant health expenses in my 40s.
Once you enroll in Medicare, you’re no longer eligible to make deposits to an HSA. So, that can come in as a useful planning tool for clients who are planning to retire or
maybe even are working past the age of 65 and thinking, “Oh, I should just go ahead and enroll in Medicare Part A just to make sure I don’t screw anything up.” The
caveat is that if you want to keep funding your HSA, you can’t have any other coverage. This often confuses people because you can have money in an HSA, and you
can spend it at any time no matter what your coverage is, but you just can’t put more money in unless you qualify.
We all know that HSAs are triple tax-free, but what that really means is that you can even make lump sum contributions to your HSA up until the tax ling deadline.
Many people will set their HSA deposit amounts at open enrollment, not realizing that they can switch it or add more to it after-the-fact. It’s more like an IRA in that
regard, but the biggest thing is that it’s a deduction. While it’s in there, it grows tax-free, so it’s like a traditional IRA or a traditional 401(k). And upon withdrawal – if it’s
for quali ed medical expenses – it’s also tax-free.
For 2021, the contribution limits are $3,600 for individual coverage and $7,200 for family coverage. If you’re 55 or older – not 50 – you get an additional $1,000 catchup
contribution per person. The big thing to know here is that if you are two spouses over age 55 on the same plan, the second spouse needs to open their own HSA to
contribute $1,000.

Advanced Facts and Health Savings Account (HSA) Strategies
You can use your HSA to pay long-term care insurance premiums for the rest of your life. If nothing else, over funding the HSA up to the maximum amount and letting
that money build up to provide long-term care insurance might be enough of an incentive to offer your clients.
Another asset retention opportunity is that most clients and retirees tend to be withdrawing money from their IRAs to pay for retirement healthcare. If they have an HSA
– even if you are not holding it – they can use their HSA to pay for these things and keep their money in their IRA with you.
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You can use your HSA to reimburse yourself for Medicare Part B and Part D premiums, which many people don’t realize. Medicare premiums – as you probably know –
come out of your Social Security check. Still, you could make a $145 per month withdrawal from your HSA and use your Social Security check or your end of year tax
form from the Social Security administration as your receipt to show that you’re reimbursing yourself for that year’s premiums.
Many people don’t know this, but you can move your HSA even while you’re actively contributing. When I discovered with a previous employer that my HSA was
portable, I went to my HSA provider once a year and did an indirect rollover of my HSA to a better HSA provider. It’s kind of like the IRA indirect 60-day rollover rule.
If you’re helping your clients with portability of their HSAs, make sure you have them check into any fees. Not all providers work this way, but once a year, you can do a
rollover to an investment account if the intent is to building investment funds.
The other thing to understand is you can spend your HSA dollars on any tax dependent. A married couple might be on different healthcare plans. The husband has an
HSA; the wife does not. Let’s say the wife works for a rm that has a great PPO plan with very few costs, so she stays on that plan. The husband uses the HSA and has
the kids on his plan.
The husband can put $7,200 into the HSA for the family and even spend it on the wife, even though she’s not on the plan. She is a tax dependent. This also includes
parents. If any of you or your clients have elderly parents who have moved in with you and become taxable dependents, you can use your HSA to pay for their medical
expenses if they’re on your tax return.
There is a one-time IRA rollover provision. Every HSA holder has a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to rollover IRA money into their HSA up to the annual limit to pay for an
expense. This is only applicable if you had somebody who had an HSA that hadn’t been funded. Maybe they put in $30 a paycheck. Then they end up with a
considerable medical expense that they don’t have any cash for anywhere else to cover it, and they’re thinking about taking an early distribution from their IRA. It’s
better to roll it over to the HSA and then pay it out of the HSA for a tax-free distribution. You can only do this once, and you can only do it up to the annual limit, so it’s
not a huge opportunity, but just something to know.

The Super Health Savings Account (HSA)
How the Super HSA works is essentially it takes advantage of or addresses the fact that you must be a taxable dependent to use somebody else’s HSA dollars.
For people who have college students who are over the age of 19, you probably know you can’t claim them as a dependent anymore on your tax return. You may be
able to get deductions for tuition you pay on their behalf, but you don’t get that little tax deduction like you used to. But they can stay on your plan up until they’re 26.
When I worked at Financial Finesse, I spoke with many early-career employees who opted to stay on their parents’ plan just for simplicity. They didn’t feel like guring
out open enrollment. They weren’t sure about staying in-network. They were still transitioning into adulthood, so they stayed on their parents’ plan. The issue is that
they can’t use their parents’ HSA dollars.
The good news is that they can open their own HSA because they’re enrolled in a high deductible healthcare plan. Families with children between the ages of 19 and 26
who are still enrolled on the healthcare plan can contribute an additional $3,600 (2021). If you have a client who may be looking for some tax planning opportunities
from a family perspective, they have up until April 15, 2021, to fund an HSA using the 2020 limit of $3,550, and the child would get the tax deduction because the HSA
is in their name.
This strategy is not as useful for parents, but at the end of the day, the family with parents that are over 55 and one child could save up to $12,800 in an HSA.
Another key planning strategy with HSAs is that there is no time limit for distribution reimbursements from your HSA. Suppose you have clients who have accumulated
a lifetime of medical expense receipts, and they’ve kept that money in their HSA. In that case, it can be a powerful way to distribute money tax-free even without a lot of
medical expenses in retirement. This is often an objection that people will put forth about overfunding an HSA. “Well, what if I’m super healthy? What if I don’t need it
in retirement?” You can still use it, and there are ways to do that.
In the HSA rules, the age of 65 is crucial. At that point, you can withdraw HSA money without penalty. This is where you can overcome that objection of “What if I don’t
need all this money?” You’re talking to a 30-year-old who says, “I could have $600,000 in my HSA by the time I retire. What world am I going to live in that I’m going to
need $600,000 for medical expenses?” At age 65, you can tap that money just like it’s a 401(k), but if you happen to need it for things like long term care, medical
expenses, or Medicare premiums, then it’s tax-free. If you withdraw money from your HSA before 65 and you don’t have a quali ed medical expense to support it, then
there’s a 20 percent penalty. In that case, you’re better off raiding your retirement savings account versus the HSA.

Examples of Di erent Coordination Strategies
Let’s start with someone at the beginning of their career. Let’s say they have the option to contribute to a 401(k) and make an HSA contribution.
The rst dollar they contribute to these accounts should be the rst year they’re enrolled in an HSA. You need to put at least $1 in to start your eligibility to use it.
People make a common mistake because they open their HSA, enroll in a high deductible healthcare plan, don’t put any money in their HSA, and then have a medical
expense. Technically speaking, they’re thinking, “Oh, I’ll just put the $150 of my medical bill in my HSA and reimburse myself.” They’re not eligible to use their HSA for
medical expenses even if they’re not on a high deductible healthcare plan in the future.
If people save more than their match in their 401(k) and not maxing out their HSA, without any change to cash ow and, in fact, an increase in cash ow, you need to
dial back to just the match in the 401(k) and then max out your HSA. For example, if you’re putting 10 percent into your 401(k) but you only get a match on the rst ve
percent, shift that ve percent of pay into your HSA. Not only is there no change in your cash ow, but you are going to see even an increase in your net pay because
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HSA money is a deduction from your FICA as well. A 401(k) is only a federal and state tax deduction. HSA money comes out before we even withhold for Social
Security and Medicare.
Now, why does this make sense? First, the main reason people tap their 401(k)s and IRAs early and pay a 10 percent early penalty in taxes is because of medical
expenses – unexpected, crippling medical expenses. Why not have that available in a tax-advantaged account versus a tax-deferred account where you have penalties
for early withdrawal? This only makes sense if you can let your HSA dollars accumulate and invest most of your HSA money similarly to the 401(k).
Now once you’re saving in your 401(k) to the match and you’re maxing out your HSA, then if you have extra dollars, it makes sense to return to the 401(k) or –
depending on the plan – fund an IRA or a Roth IRA. That will depend on the availability of different tax planning mechanisms through workplace plans.
For the example below, let’s assume that a 45-year-old person is nancially secure. They have emergency savings set aside, they’re debt-free, they’re at least getting
their match in their 401(k), and they’ve got $10,000 in savings that is not earmarked for anything special. If these assumptions aren’t met, and they are still paying off
student loans or higher interest rate debt, it would make more sense to use their HSA for medical expenses. But we’re assuming that they’re able to super fund the HSA
and let this money ride for 20 years. They’re in a 24 percent tax bracket, and – throughout those 20 years – let’s assume that they have $10,000 worth of medical
expenses.

So, if they were to leave that $10,000 in their savings while using their HSA to cover their $10,000 worth of medical expenses throughout those 20 years of working, at
the age of 65, they’d have $13,522 in their savings account after paying 24 percent taxes on the interest that account earns.
Let’s say instead they spent their savings down and let that $10,000 stay in their HSA, and it earns, again, two percent. At the end of 20 years, they’d have $14,859
because they’re not paying taxes on the interest. Let’s say then at age 65, they want to take out the future dollars tax-free equivalent to reimburse themselves for the
savings they spent on medical expenses. The remaining taxable $4,859 would be taxable, so they’ll have $13,693.
A reasonable person who will keep $10,000 in their HSA is at least going to invest it conservatively at four percent growth. At age 65, they will net out $19,052 after
withdrawing the equivalent reimbursement for the future value of the $10,000 of medical expenses. If they invest more aggressively at eight percent growth, they’re
looking at a net $37,000 of savings.
Here’s another example of Ben and Shelby, both age 30. Ben is in the HSA eligible healthcare plan because he wants an affordable plan. In general, the HSA eligible
plan – especially in workplace plans – is the cheapest premium. He’s looking for the cheapest premium, and he’s a pretty healthy guy. His goal is to balance his current
costs with his long-term goal of having some money in his HSA.
On the other hand, Shelby is in the FIRE ( nancial independence, retire early) movement. She is looking for a way to retire early, and her HSA will support that goal. Her
goal is to retire at 55. Why 55? Because at that point, she can withdraw from her 401(k) penalty-free, and she’s got ten years to plug the gap for healthcare.
Ben saves to the match in his 401(k), then puts $2,000 a year in his HSA, which is his plan’s deductible. He’s funding just enough to make sure that he at least has
enough for his deductible, and on average, he spends about $1,000 a year of that money. After a while, he decides to loosen his grip a little bit and invest in a balanced
fund. He achieves four percent growth over his 35-year career. At retirement, he has about $74,000 in his HSA. Not bad for somebody who’s buying the cheap premium
plan, putting money in the HSA tax-deductible to fund his current medical expenses, and having $74,000 leftover to help with retirement medical expenses.
Remember, Shelby wants to retire at age 55. She’s maxing out her 401(k), $19,500 this year, and she also is putting in $3,550 (2020) into her HSA. She invests right
away by rolling her money over to a provider that allows her to invest it in equities. At the age of 55, she has about $260,000 in her HSA to help her achieve her FIRE
goal.
At age 55, Shelby uses her HSA to pay her COBRA premiums while she is unemployed. You can use your HSA to fund COBRA if you’re on unemployment, but you
cannot use your HSA to pay other healthcare premiums except for Medicare. Once her COBRA expires, she enrolls in critical care – so super cheap insurance that she
has to pay out of pocket – but her HSA is there for actual medical costs. (We’re assuming Shelby is healthy.) She doesn’t have many medical costs, but if she were to
fall and break her leg on one of her adventures in her late 50s, her HSA would swoop in and cover the cost because her medical insurance is anemic.
Then once she’s 65, she uses it for Medicare premiums, and – because, during her 25 years of working, she did accumulate some medical expenses that she didn’t use
her HSA for – she can reimburse herself for prior year expenses. She uses it for some tax bracket planning. In other words, you might talk to your clients about lling
up your tax bracket each year. Once she’s at the top of her tax bracket, she uses her HSA to reimburse herself for previous expenses versus taxable withdrawals.
Because she has a certain balance at the age of 65, she may even be able to forego buying long-term care insurance knowing that she can self-fund with her HSA.
Ben, on the other hand, because he uses his HSA throughout, only has enough to pay Medicare premiums, pay for his hearing aids, and the other costs that he might
have as a retiree. He also uses his HSA to pay for long-term care insurance premiums.
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It’s worth pointing out a few things here:
1. Be sure to your receipts to allow yourself those tax-free reimbursements in the future.
2. HSAs aren’t just for co-pays or your standard medical bills.
Keeping good records is paramount if you’re going to engage in these tax-free withdrawals for prior year expenses. Save those receipts when you buy eligible products
and supplies. The way I manage it is I keep an app on my phone called DocScan. I take a picture of all of my receipts, keep them in a le labeled with the current year,
and – when I’m ready to engage in this HSA reimbursement game – then I’ll go year-by-year and add up all my 2020 receipts. Whatever that adds up to, I’ll take that
withdrawal out, and then – if the IRS ever asks me to justify it – I send them my 2020 le. The other thing to note is that it’s on us – because these are consumer-driven
healthcare plans – to retain and prove that we spent this money on HSA-eligible expenses even if it was 20 years prior.
One nal example is a married couple, Johnny and Moira, who didn’t care too much about money until later in life. They learned about their HSA from their advisor at
the age of 55. They’re in the 24 percent tax bracket, and their goal is to delay Social Security until their full retirement age, so $9,200 will be their 2021 maximum
contribution.
Now, if Moira is on Johnny’s plan, she would have to open her own HSA to make that extra $1,000 catchup, but Johnny would put the initial $8,200, which is the $7,200
family limit, plus the $1,000 catchup for him. Moira must do her $1,000 catchup into her own HSA. The good news is there are more and more consumer HSAs out
there. At a $9,200 combined contribution with a 24% tax rate, they’re saving $2,200 in taxes per year. They are going to invest their HSA at a 60-40 mix for 6% growth.

So, let’s look at two scenarios. The rst scenario is that they decide to work until they’re 67, which means they will delay Medicare. Why is this a key fact? If you are on
a work-based plan with an employer that has more than 20 employees, you can delay Medicare until you retire. Because Johnny and Moira want to continue to
contribute to the HSA, they decide to do that. They keep funding the HSA up to age 67 while they’re working, and then – the day they retire – they’re enrolled in
Medicare, with no lifetime penalties, no delays, and they’ve got over $155,000 in their HSA.
The other scenario is that they retire at age 65. So, they go ahead and enroll in Medicare, so they must give up a couple more years of contributing to their HSA than
they would in scenario No. 1. But here, they can use the HSA to plug the gap for those two years before enrolling in Social Security. Even if their Social Security would
be $30,000 a year, and they don’t have medical expenses that they had incurred from 55 to 65 to justify a non-taxable withdrawal from the HSA, it would be a taxable
distribution. They will not pay penalties because they’re age 65. There would still be some money left in the HSA after-the-fact to cover other medical expenses later in
life.

Retiree Bene ts of the HSA
1. Use your HSA in retirement to pay a long-term care premium. You can use it for Medicare premiums.
2. You can use it for things like new hearing aids or adding a ramp to make your house a little bit more accessible to somebody who might be using a walker or a
cane.
3. It allows for that tax diversi cation. Medicare premiums will go up once your income exceeds a certain amount, and it’s based on a two-year rolling average, and it
can help reduce taxation of your Social Security.
4. If you still have money in your HSA when you die and your spouse inherits it, they get to retain that tax-free quality and use it for their medical expenses just as if
you’re alive. However, anyone else that inherits your HSA – your kids, your grandkids, your next-door neighbor, your girlfriend – is going to have to take an
immediate distribution and pay taxes on the money. If a client desires to leave a bequest to a nonpro t, they suggest that they put the nonpro t as the HSA
bene ciary. If they end up exhausting their HSA, then they can redo their will to include the bequest in their will, but otherwise, that’s a super tax-friendly way to
pass along money to a charity.

Key Takeaways
1. HSAs are fully portable, even if you’re still actively contributing.
2. Contributions can be made via lump sum up to the April tax ling deadline and can typically be changed throughout the year via payroll deductions. Some
employers have rules that may only allow you to increase your contributions. However, anytime I’ve had access to an HSA, I’ve been able to change my
contributions throughout the year.
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3. Medicare enrollment stops the ability to contribute, but not to spend. If somebody’s over the age of 65 when they enroll in Medicare, remember there is a sixmonth lookback with Medicare where you cannot contribute to an HSA.
4. Discourage HSA spending during working years but save receipts for future tax planning. It’s a savings account. If nothing else, it’s there to fund big things in the
future. If you’ve got college-age kids, help them fund an HSA that can be there for them when they’ve got kids going to college. It can fund things in the future.
I like to tease young people by saying, “You can save in your HSA to pay for the expenses of children you’re going to have with somebody you haven’t even met yet as
long as they’re a tax dependent.” So, don’t spend that money, but do save your receipts. Suppose you end up in a pickle in the future, and you have money in your HSA,
and you’ve got receipts for previous expenses. In that case, you can always tap that to get you through, or ideally, in retirement, it will help with tax diversi cation and
tax planning strategies.
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